1979: Covert War in Afghanistan
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In 1998, this U.S. effort to entrap the Soviets in the
power. The stated goal of this “April revolution” was to
drag Afghanistan out of feudal existence. Life expectancy Afghan civil war, was confirmed by Zbigniew Brzezinski,
was about 40, infant mortality was about 25%, sanitation Carter’s National Security Advisor (1977-1981). Brzezinski
was primitive, there was widespread malnutrition and illit- bragged that by covertly arming and financing the
mujahideen, the U.S. deliberately drew the Soviets into the
eracy was more than 90%.
In William Blum’s classic summary of the CIA’s war: “According to the official version of history, the CIA
covert wars, Killing Hope, he outlines some of the revolu- assistance to the Mujahideen began during 1980, i.e. after
the Soviet army had invaded Afghanistan on December 24,
tionary government’s social and economic programs:
“The new government under President Taraki de- 1979. But the reality, kept secret until now, is very differclared a commitment to Islam within a secular state, and to ent: it was July 3, 1979 when President Carter signed the
non-alignment in foreign affairs. It said the coup was not first directive on the clandestine assistance to opponents of
foreign inspired and that they were not Communists but the pro-Soviet regime in Kabul. On that day, I wrote a note
rather nationalists and revolutionaries. They pushed radi- to the President in which I explained that in my opinion
cal reforms, they talked about class struggle, they used anti- this aid would bring about a military intervention by the
imperialist rhetoric, they supported Cuba, they signed a Soviets..... We did not push the Russians to intervene, but
friendship treaty and other cooperative agreements with the we knowingly increased the probability that they would.”69
Soviets and they increased the number of Soviet civilian
In March 1979, Afghan President Taraki visited
and military advisers in Afghanistan.... In May 1979, Brit- Moscow to request Soviet help to fight the mujahideen. The
ish political scientist Fred Halliday said ‘probably more has Soviets did promise some military aid, but they would not
changed in the countryside over the last year than in the commit ground troops. As Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin
two centuries since the state was established.’”67
told Taraki: “The entry of our troops into Afghanistan would
The most significant of these changes included the outrage the international community, triggering a string of
cancellation of peasant’s debts to landlords, the building of extremely negative consequences. Our common enemies are
hundreds of schools and medical clinics, the outlawing of just waiting for the moment when Soviet troops appear in
child marriage and the marital exchange of women for Afghanistan. This will give them the excuse they need to
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send armed bands into the country.”70
the sale of opium.” David Melocik, Drug Enforcement
Blum notes that “prior to the Soviet invasion, the Agency Congressional Affairs liaison. Dr. David Musto of
CIA had been beaming radio propaganda into Afghanistan the White House Strategy Council on Drug Abuse warned:
and cultivating alliances with exiled Afghan guerrilla lead- “We were going into Afghanistan to support the opium
ers by donating medicine and communications equipment. growers in their rebellion against the Soviets.”74
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Follow Up
the government, a
The U.S. government and media, painted the mujahideen conflict that brought about the demoralization and finally
as “freedom fighters” and the Soviets simply as invaders of the breakup of the Soviet empire.”76
a defenseless country. Blum describes the propaganda ofWhen asked if he regretted arming the mujahideen,
fensive: “The Carter administration jumped on the issue of Brzezinski said: “Regret what? This secret operation was
the Soviet ‘invasion’ and launched a campaign of right- an excellent idea. It had the effect of luring the Russians
eous indignation, imposing what Carter called ‘penalties’ into the Afghan trap and you want me to regret it? The day
– from halting the delivery of grain to the Soviet Union to the Soviets officially crossed the border, I wrote to Presikeeping the U.S. team out of the 1980 Olympics in Mos- dent Carter, in substance: ‘We now have the opportunity to
cow. On this seemingly clear-cut, anti-communist issue, give the U.S.SR its war of Vietnam.’ In fact, Moscow had
the U.S. public and media easily fell in line with the presi- to conduct an unbearable war for almost ten years, a condent. The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 7, 1980) called for a flict which led to the demoralization and finally the break
‘military’ reaction, the establishment of U.S. bases in the up of the Soviet empire.”
Middle East, ‘reinstatement of draft registration,’ develop- Interviewer: “Do you regret supporting Islamic fundamenment of a new missile and giving the CIA more leeway.”72 talism, having given weapons and advice to... terrorists?”
After the Soviets were drawn into the Afghan trap, Brzezinski: “What is most important from the point of view
the U.S. rapidly escalated their support for the mujahideen. of the history of the world? The Taliban or the fall of the
It is widely considered to have been “the largest covert op- Soviet empire? A few excited Muslims or the liberation of
eration in the history of the CIA.”73 After the Soviets sent Central Europe and end of the cold war?”77
in their troops, the CIA poured billions of dollars into armBesides being an effort to destroy the Soviet Union,
ing a dozen mujahideen factions throughout the 1980s.
the Afghan war was also waged in order to send a threatenThe CIA’s Afghan war was very similar to its covert ing message to other Third World countries. In August 1979,
war against the Sandinistas in Nicaragua. Both sets of three months before the Soviet intervention, a classified
contras (or counter-revolutionaries) used terror tactics to State Department Report stated: “the United States’s larger
attack literacy programs, schools, health clinics, co-ops and interests... would be served by the demise of the Tarakiother social and economic programs of the government. Amin regime, despite whatever setbacks this might mean
Both contras were also heavily involved in the drug trade. for future social and economic reforms in Afghanistan....
The anti-Sandinista contras financed much of their terror the overthrow of the D.R.A. [Democratic Republic of Afby moving cocaine into the U.S., while the Afghan contras ghanistan] would show the rest of the world, particularly
grew opium for heroine production and trade. “There’s no the Third World, that the Soviets’ view of the socialist course
doubt about it. The rebels keep their sales going through of history as being inevitable is not accurate.”78
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